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Abstract: Recent years have seen a rapid development of the Internet of Things (IoT) and the growth
of autonomous robotic applications which are using network communications. Accordingly, an
increasing advancement of intelligent devices with wireless sensors (that means autonomous robotic
platforms) operating in challenging environments makes robots a tangible reality in the near future.
Unfortunately, as a result of technical development, security problems emerge, especially when
considering human–robot collaboration. Two abnormalities often compromise the basic security of
collaborative robotic fleets: (a) Information faults and (b) system failures. This paper attempts to
describe the methodology of a control framework design for secure robotic systems aided by the
Internet of Things. The suggested concept represents a control system structure using blocks as the
components. The structure is designed for the robots expected to interact with humans safely and
act connected by communication channels. The properties of the components and relations between
them are briefly described. The novelty of the proposed concept concerns the security mechanisms.
The paper also categorizes two different modes of network attacks summarizing their causal effects
on the human–robot collaboration systems. The issue of standardization is also raised. In particular,
the works of the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) and European Parliament
(EP) on the security templates for communication channels are commented.

Keywords: cyber physical system; cyber security; networking technologies; autonomous robots;
agents; multi-robot systems; Internet of Robotic Things; artificial intelligence

1. Introduction
1.1. Background

Robots are often listed as typical examples of a Cyber–Physical System (CPS) with
computational and physical abilities. The application of robotic platforms in human so-
ciety is increasing rapidly. The integration of CPS within the networks equipped with
advanced communication channels results in enhanced sensing capabilities, efficient con-
trol performance, and timely actions according to real-world parameters [1,2]. Accordingly,
Machine-to-Machine (M2M) communication is being progressively scrutinized [3] and
therefore, the network security of CPSs has become very significant. Moreover, CPSs
conventionally include networked robots equipped with Artificial Intelligence (AI) and
interact with human beings in professional or public settings [4–6]. In recent years, robotic
applications (e.g., networked robots) have widely supported the physical and cognitive
capabilities of elderly and disabled persons or everyday human companions [6–8]. Pro-
fessional service robots and personal service robots are rapidly advancing, and therefore
their security enhancement is crucial [3]. Autonomous robots share social spaces with
humans in various environments, such as homes, offices, and even critical infrastructures
like airports and banks. Therefore, their security and safety are significant, especially when
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taking into account that their autonomy is increasing, and they are expected to act without
human intervention.

Today, CPS-aided robotic platforms more often use wireless sensory networks and
wireless communication channels, particularly applying the IoT concept. The significant
components of networked robots usually incorporate cloud computing resources, em-
bedded systems, and various sensory networks [6,9]. An advanced autonomous robot
typically incorporates: (a) A control system; (b) physical components: Various sensors,
motors, actuators, appendages (wheels, robotic arms, etc.) to sense the surroundings, to
manipulate them and to move; and (c) networking elements using a wireless connection,
cloud computing or data repositories. Cloud repositories assist the robots in overcoming
the limitations of data storage, limitations of real-time processing speed, or data gathering
limitations when using the networked sensors. It is relevant that cloud computing enables
robots to manage heavy computational tasks such as navigation, speech, or object recogni-
tion [10]. Modern applications of cloud-aided robotics concerns professional service robots
(in field robots) [11]; industrial robots [12]; and personal service robots [13].

The cybersecurity of a robotic system depends on the control software, so choosing
a software platform is essential not only for the quality of work but also for the system’s
safety.

Beginning in 2007, like other open-source software, the Robot Operating System (ROS)
began to be widely used to design control systems. Its first version, ROS1 [14], offered
problem-oriented solutions designed to support interaction and communication between
devices of various types and from different manufacturers [15]. Unfortunately, ROS1
had several shortcomings in terms of real-time operations. The system’s weakness was
manifested in time-critical tasks and did not meet the requirements typical for reliable
real-time systems. This was especially noticeable in large-scale automated systems. In
the case of ROS applications to support large-scale distributed systems, there were prob-
lems with timely communication. So, an improved version of ROS was created, namely
ROS2 [16]. The data distribution service (DDS), which is the industry requirement for
distributed, real-time embedded systems, has been improved here. Mechanisms of various
data transmission options have been expanded while, inter alia, keeping in mind timely
communication and fault tolerance. Attention has been paid to ensure scalability [17] by
making it easier to add processes. The core of the DDS in ROS2 is DCPS (Publish–Subscribe
Data-Centric Model). This standard uses a model of publish–subscribe communication
considering the needs of real-time, data-critical applications. The data transfer is carried
out considering Quality of Service measures (QoS—a set of metrics focused on network
performance which can be technically evaluated and are negotiated) [17]. The applied
solution also works well in distributed heterogeneous platforms. The interested reader
may refer to [15,17] for a more detailed overview of ROS1 vs. ROS2.

Despite increased capabilities, ROS2 still does not fully meet the stringent time con-
straints. System designers need to fine-tune timing parameters empirically. Many studies
are devoted to methods of time delay analysis [18–20]. Unfortunately, they cannot be di-
rectly applied to ROS2 due to its specific task management methods [18]. The problems of
delays are still discussed in the literature. Overall, ROS2 has not yet achieved a significant
advantage over ROS1. There are still many unresolved issues, including: (a) The functions
offered by ROS2 are limited, which limits the range of possible applications, (b) the overall
performance of ROS2 compared to ROS1 is not much better. The expected benefits of
expanded software interfaces to support hardware have not yet been fully demonstrated,
and the cost of hardware that can support ROS1 has dropped significantly. This makes the
use of ROS2 still limited.

Despite its shortcomings, ROS is expected to play a dominant role in the near future,
not only in research applications but also in commercial robotics. Therefore, researchers
devote their attention to the security issues of ROS-based robotic controllers [21].

The safe and efficient control process is very significant for networked autonomous
robots. Various studies have revealed how critical it can be for robot behavior during the
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fault of sensory readings or during networking problems [22]. In contrast to networked
robots, many inexpensive semi-autonomous mobile robots are still performing activities
using some set of pre-planned tasks, but their abilities are minimal. Considering current
technological trends, it is essential to secure skilful autonomous mobile robots starting from
their design and implementation stage and taking into account the level of information
processing which requires long-term inter-robot communication (communication level) and
the reliability of each robot action requiring the temporary communication with sensory
networks (behavior level). The main challenge in networked robotics is the integration of
the different intelligent capabilities into one overall system that supports the two above-
mentioned communication stages [3,23].

Figure 1 illustrates two abstract levels of communication. The behavioral level con-
cerns local communication within a single robot control system. In such a case, the control
system may be implemented on one or more computing nodes. The communication level
refers to global communication between multi-robot system controllers or between inter-
net repositories and robot controllers. Modern robotics more often uses knowledge and
data collected in internet clouds or works as a multi-robot system, increasing the global
communication share.

Communication Level
Communication between the 

modules and networking 
elements including cloud 
computing; e.g., in multi-

robot control systems

Behavior level
All actions produced by 

control system resulting in 
robotic systems behaviors (i.e., 

in autonomous missions)

Robotic Agent Networked Systems Service Environment

Figure 1. Networked robotic platforms—two levels of communication. Communication level
concerns the interaction within the system modules and networking elements. Behavior level
delineates local decision making produced by system modules. The idea is adopted from [3].

According to the literature, rapidly developing IoT-aided robotics are now evolving
towards the Internet of Everything (IoE), which augments robotic systems with wireless
networks, sensory systems, cloud data platforms, open-source middleware, other intelli-
gent devices, and advanced AI technologies. It makes the robotic systems more demanding
in the development phase, with security issues being more critical [24,25].

1.2. State of the Art

The security of any CPS (in robots) comprises two elements: (a) Information security;
and (b) control security [26]. Information security was first addressed in [27]. Information
security is mainly related to data encryption, transmission, and decryption. The safety of
the control of the device takes into account attacks on the dynamic performance of that
system [28]. That is, its resilience, the stability of its behavior, and the rapid convergence to
the action goal are appropriate indicators here.

The security of data and information transmission plays a crucial role in robotic control
systems [29]. Complex robotic systems undergo attacks with the aim of [30]: (a) Damaging
data and information, (b) violating access rights and system integrity, (c) damaging the
logic of their operation. In the works [31,32] the susceptibility to threats and basic types of
attacks on robotic systems were discussed. The methods of intrusion prevention are also
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presented. In the works [24,33] attention is focused on the role of intelligent connectivity
IoRT, on cloud services, and on cloud robotics.

One of the more recent works by Soldatos et al. [34] presents an innovative concept
of IoT application for an intelligent system dedicated to assistive robots with social skills.
The concept’s innovation consists of predicting the correct behavior of robots, which also
allows detecting the abnormalities. Radanliev et al. [35] in his latest work, defined a
dynamic and self-adapting robotic supply chain system supported by artificial intelligence
and machine learning, the system makes predictions of cyber threats. Studies [36,37] are
focused on the architecture of the IoT ecosystem, with a view to secure communication. The
possibility of repelling the attacks in the IoT system was studied, and their possible impacts
were analyzed. These problems were considered using the examples of collaborating
robots working in space, on land, and underwater. Machine learning methods were
here investigated.

Going farther to this direction, Razafimandimby et al. [38] described how to pro-
vide the desired QoS for Internet of Robotic Things (IoRT) by using Artificial Neural
Networks (ANNs). Another solution increasing security is presented in [39,40]; it is based
on centralized training of cooperating robots and the decentralized execution of their tasks.
Guiochet et al. [41] investigated the safety of robotic systems in direct interactions with
humans. Jahan et al. [42] reviewed the secure modeling of different autonomous systems,
including the robotic ones. Dieber et al. [21] evaluated the security of ROS by applying pen-
etration tests while postulating countermeasures to strengthen security. To Increase robotic
control system security, Mayoral-Vilches et al. [43] developed the customized ransomwares.

A lot of research is devoted to communication [44,45]. Intelligent communication is
essential for telemanipulation and human-serving robots. Most recently, Bonaci et al. [46]
studied safety issues in remotely controlled surgical robots. Quarta et al. [47] empirically
analyzed the safety of industrial robots. Such works emphasize the importance of the safety
of robots working in factories, in professional, personal services, and so on. Researchers
have also analyzed the cybersecurity of robotic systems [48–50] and indicate that security
issues should be taken into account at the design stage. On the one hand, this is becoming
critical due to the increasing autonomy of modern robots, and the increasing sophistication
of attacks that violate the safety of functioning, on the other hand.

Despite their significant advantages and a promising future, networked robotic sys-
tems pose serious non-attack resistance problems [51]. Of the relatively limited studies
on the cybersecurity of robotic systems, the most common are the theoretical studies of
vulnerability to attacks, threats, and risks. The state of the art lacks knowledge of a global
understanding of robotics safety. The recommendations are rather limited and point to
the need for some general decomposition of system functions in IoT robotics systems.
The systematic modularization is not yet applied [29], and there are no methodological
recommendations for the design of safe robotic systems.

1.3. Motivation and Objectives

The deployment of robotic systems has been rising significantly over recent years.
The corresponding applications are evolving in terms of system configuration, active
knowledge or information exchange, system independability, enhanced privacy, and good
security protocols [25,52]. In 2000, the National Security Agency (NSA) issued security
specifications for IoT implemented in the complex cyber–physical world. It addresses
three essential security requirements: (a) Communication, (b) authentication, and (c) cyber
security policy development and enforcement [3,53].

Moving forward, the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) and
Department of Homeland Security (DHS) distinguished networked and user interfaced
robots, e.g., rescue robots, assistive robots, health care robots, caregiver robots, and robots
employed for military applications as a class of devices in which the hardware, software,
and security functions must be developed simultaneously [54]. The International Federa-
tion of Robotics (IFR) [55] predicts the rapid development of service and assistive robots in
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the very near future. With this in mind, it should be noted that the issue of IoT ecosystems
is still not fully resolved, as legal regulations and security issues vary from country to
country. Examples include fragmented, imprecise, and sometimes even contradictory
regulations on data access and ownership and on data privacy and protection [56].

The European Parliament (EP) has lately delivered several principles and requirements
for cloud robotics [6]. These incorporate the concept of reversibility and inclusion of
emergency and protection services. Meanwhile, the General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR) [57] initiated by the European Union (EU) involves: (a) Rules on automated
decision-making processes; (b) the right to be forgotten, which means that results should
be removed if no longer relevant, irrelevant, or inadequate [33]; and (c) data protection in
the design stage [58].

Having explored existing issues raised by different regularity bodies, the motivation
for this paper comes from the observation of security enhancement needs in intelligent
machines cooperating with humans and using connected networks. We use the term
’robotic things’ to refer the IoT robotics. Our particular interest is a collective mechanism
that offers services for humans through robotic platforms, embedded sensors, and IoT-
aided networks.

This paper attempts to attain several goals of the study: (a) Exploration of the per-
spective of network design methodology considering communication level and behavior
level of robotic systems, (b) scrutinization of the security threats in autonomous robotic
systems, and (c) discussion of the lower and higher-level ”abilities” of AI applied to robotic
communications.

1.4. Problem Statement and Contributions

The inclusion of security mechanisms should ensure an appropriate balance between
the efficiency of networked robots and their security levels [31,59]. Taking into account
both (a) the state of the art (Section 1.2) and (b) motivation (Section 1.3), the contribution of
this work is as follows:

1. Security is discussed, and deliberation given to the categories of robots.
2. The concept of the control system is presented, the semantics of communication are

given great consideration.
3. A general concept of the control system decomposition with particular emphasis on

network security is given.
4. The role of artificial intelligence techniques in the safety of networked robotic systems

is presented.
5. The mitigation of the cyberattack impacts it also addressed.

There are many ways to harm a robotic system, so there are many approaches to
making the system more cyber safe. Each of the articles devoted to this issue usually
discusses one security problem. This paper aims to provide a general overview of the
cybersecurity of robots, taking into account the areas of robot applications and the speci-
ficity of robotic control systems. Adequate standards and regulations are also presented. A
universal method of decomposition of the control system is proposed by systematizing the
safety of robotic systems and introducing the concept of the behavioral and global level of
communication in the software system. In this concept, the data/information channels are
clearly visible. A data format is proposed that can be easily checked for system intrusions.

1.5. Paper Organization

The remaining part of the paper discusses these contributions in depth. After the
introduction, the state of the art, motivation, and objectives, and the authors’ contributions
are discussed in Section 1. In Section 2, there is a short discussion on IoT-aided robotic
systems (Section 2.1) considering the ISO standards with a summary of recent works
devoted to Human–Robot Collaboration (HRC) in industry (Section 2.2), professional and
personal services (Section 2.3). Section 3 delineates the design methodology of secure
Cyber–Physical System-aided robotics considering communication and behavior level
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using the concepts of agents. Section 4 discusses the utilization of AI technologies in
robotic communications. In Section 5, the authors offer a thorough discussion. Finally,
Section 6 ends with conclusions and the possibilities of future directions.

2. Robot Application Domains
2.1. Background

Digital transformation of human society accelerates the development of essential
applications in which robotic systems assist, improve, or minimize the continuous hu-
man activities [24]. Contemporary robotic systems support additional developments in
achieving collaborative human–machine labor tasks. The ongoing development of intelli-
gent systems in the form of collaborative IoT-aided autonomous robotic swarms requires
new architectures, new connectivity paradigms, and security mechanisms in industrial
domains [24].

When the robots act in an environment close to humans and interact with them, the
safety demand tremendously increases. Thus, the human–robot interaction domain has
become a growing field of research activities [35]. The contemporary definition of IoT-
aided robotic things requires the combination of existing definitions of IoT/IIoT with the
terminology used in autonomous systems, collaborative robotics, distributed processing
systems, AI, and cloud computing [24].

To address this issue, the denotation of a robotic system issued by ISO 8373 (2012) [60]
distinguishes the application areas of robotics considering industrial and service domains.
The definition states that the robot is a programmable device which possesses some degree
of autonomy and interacts with its environment while performing intended activities. The
standard also defines autonomy as the ability to execute the intended tasks without human
involvement, taking into account the current state and using the sensing capabilities. In
the year 2015 the IEEE 1872 standard provided the set of fundamental definitions. The
standard describes the robot as an intelligent system whose purpose is to act in the physical
world in order to accomplish one or more tasks. On some occasions, a robot might be
subordinate to the actions of other agents, such as humans. Moreover, the robot (or a set
of robots) can form robotic systems together with special components to facilitate their
work [24].

Moving forward, other standards such as ISO 10218-1, established in the year 2011,
provides requirements and guidelines for the essential safety in design methodology and
instructions for the use of industrial robots by defining the primary hazards associated with
humans and offering preconditions for reducing the dangers associated with these hazards.
In addition, ISO 10218-2, established in the same year, specifies safety requirements for
the incorporation of industrial robots into industrial systems (defined in ISO 10218-1)
and industrial robotic cell(s) by illustrating the possible hazards [24]. This norm offers
the requirements to eliminate the risks. The IEEE 1872.1 standard established in 2017
is an extension to IEEE 1872 (2015) that augments the Core Robotics and Automation
(CORA) ontology by describing additional ontologies essential for the development of
autonomous robotics. The same standard defines an ontology that allows the representation
of reasoning about the task in the robotics and automation domain [24]. Table 1 gives the
general overview of ISO standards for robotic applications [61].

Following the distinction between the requirements and the features of IoT-aided
robotic systems [25], the classification of the robotic system according to application areas
is presented in Figure 2. These application areas are in line with the description is given by
ISO 8373 (2012) (industrial and service domains) [24].

As shown in Figure 2, the most common applications of industrial robots are the
handling operations, followed by welding and assembling. This means that most con-
temporary industrial robots are still very simple. Operation and welding do not require
complicated actions or advanced sensors. No internet resources are needed here either.
Professional robots (robots for professional use) are mainly used in logistics services, then in
public services and defense. All of these applications require advanced skills and complex
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sensory systems and often access to Internet resources. For personal service robots (robots
that serve their owners directly), the first most common application is home services (e.g.,
cleaning), the second is entertainment (advanced robot “toys”), and then other applica-
tions. These robots are usually less advanced than professional service robots and use
Internet support less frequently. A more detailed description of service robots is provided
in Section 2.3. Despite the relative simplicity of most industrial robots, collaborative robots
are the future of the industry. These types of robots bring with them new challenges, which
will be discussed in the next section.

Table 1. ISO safety standards for robotic solutions.

Type Name Description

A ISO 12100 [62] Risk assessment & risk reduction
IEC 61508 [63] Functional safety of electronic, programmable electronic

B1 ISO 13849-1 [64] Safety related part of control systems
IEC 62061 [65] Functional safety of electronic, programmable electronic

B2 ISO 13850 [66] Emergency stop function - Principles for design
ISO 13851 [67] Two-hand control devices

C

ISO 10218 [68] Safety requirements for industrial robots

ISO 10218-1,2 [68] Safety requirements for robot (robot and controller).
Describes the basic hazards manufacturers

ISO TS 15066 [69] Specifies safety requirements for collaborative industrial robot
ISO 8373 (2012) [60] Autonomy, physical alteration, multipurpose

IoT-aided robots
Classification of robotics technology according to 

application areas

Industrial 
Robots

Professional
Service
Robots

Personal 
Service
Robots

Handling

Welding

Assembling

Logistic

Public 
Services

Defense

Domestic

Entertainment

Others

Others Others

Figure 2. Classification IoT-aided robotic system according to the application areas (top applications
are listed first).

2.2. Industrial Robotic Systems

The ongoing ’Industry 4.0’ concept [35] incorporates industrial collaborative robots
that perform tasks in collaboration with humans in industrial settings. Human factors in
an industrial setting also imply the need for the psychophysical and social well-being of
operators. Application-driven collaborative robots should facilitate the proper distribution
of biomechanical load by assisting the workers in substantial but repetitive tasks.
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Following the International Federation of Robotics (IFR) [55] report, between years
2013 and 2019, the installations of industrial robots worldwide increased by 19% per year.
Moreover, the stock of operating industrial robots also increased by 13% per year. The
majority of industrial robots are employed in the automotive and electrical/electronics
industries (approx. 45% of total installations). The first foundation, traditional industrial
robots, still plays a significant role in manufacturing automation and continues to operate
separately from humans [70]. Lately, the human–robot interaction has been perceived as a
fundamental upcoming change in production lines. The ongoing research on human–robot
interaction needs the development of: (a) Physical HRI (pHRI) typically associated with
robotics technology, (b) novel cognitive HRI (cHRI) using the psychology and cognitive
sciences, (c) social HRI (sHRI), which considers the human factor in the complex personal
and social relations between humans and robots [71].

In [61], Villani et al. concluded that safety and intuitiveness are two crucial require-
ments for human–robot collaboration in industrial settings. Concerning Information and
Communication Technologies (ICT) in robotics, the ABB controllers should be listed. They
offer a Robot Web Service API, an HTTP REST API that allows diverse external program
modalities ”to speak” to the robot controller [47].

In industrial settings, all systems that interact with robots (including the robot itself)
must meet the following requirements: (a) Precision—highly precise sensory measurements
are used to optimize robots’ movements and to minimize production uncertainties; (b)
physical safety—safety of infrastructure and human operators and plant workers must be
guaranteed; (c) integrity—the other equipment and robotic controllers must be designed in
such a way that logic control faults will not result in equipment damage.

Maurtua et al. [72] explored the semantic approach for multi-modal interaction be-
tween humans and industrial robots for enhancing the safety and naturalness of the
real-time based human–robot collaboration in an industrial setting [72,73]. A lot of effort
has been placed on the implementation of HRC systems in production lines [22]. Human
guidance is a crucial feature of contemporary HRC used in production lines, as it allows
the robot to be programmed intuitively [74,75].

In modern HRC systems, human operators (guides) offer have better problem-solving
skills than the traditional solutions [76]. In recent years safer and more compliant indus-
trial robots have appeared in the market. The communication channels between humans
and robots are studied intensely, offering novel, robust solutions [77]. It is interesting
that recent development concerns small- to medium-scale payloads leaving heavy-duty
robots to become human collaborators in the next stage. Table 2 presents several exem-
plary robotic systems that work alongside humans in industrial settings without creating
hazardous situations.

Table 2. Types of collaborative robotic systems in industrial ecosystems.

Type of Robots Application Area Capabilities

Yumi—IRB 14000, ABB [78] Electronics and small Dual arm body,
parts assembly lines Collision free for each arm

U10, Universal Robots [79] Packaging, assembly and 6 DOF single arm robot,
pick, palletizing collision detection

LBR iiwa 14 R820, KUKA [80] Measuring, fastening, Single arm robot with 7 axis,
machine tending contact detection

Sawyer, Rethink Robotics [81] Packaging, kitting, and Context-based learning,
material handling 7 DOF single arm robot

2.3. Service Robotic Systems: Professional and Personal

Over many decades the term service robot had no universal official definition and has
been controversial due to different robot structures, abilities, and different applications.
For example, the International Service Robot Association (ISRA) addressed the following
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working definition of service robots: ”machines that observe, sense, think, and extend
human capabilities” [82].

Moving forward, the definition of service robot offered by the International Federation
of Robotics (IFR) is the following: ”a service robot is an agent which acts semi- or fully
autonomously to perform service-like tasks beneficial to the well-being of societies and
humans, expect industrial operations” [83].

The domain of service robotics has attained significant importance since the end of
the last century. However, the effort placed in terminology unification had started already
in the 1990s of XXc. by the United Nations Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE)
and IFR [83]. Finally, it resulted in a novel ISO-Standard 8373 definition, which became
effective in 2012. IFR introduced the classification of service robots according to its intended
applications: (a) Professional service robots and (b) personal service robots.

A professional service robot is an agent used for commercial activities, usually oper-
ated by a properly trained operator in the natural environment, which is fully unstructured.
Examples are cleaning robots for public places, delivery robots, rehabilitation robots, and
hospital surgery robots. In this context, an operator is a person designated to start, monitor,
and stop the intended operation of a robotic system [83].

A personal service robot is an agent used for non-commercial activities, usually for the
well-being of persons operating in a quasi-structural environment. Examples are: Domestic
service robots, automated wheelchairs, and personal mobility assisting robots [83].

In this regard, a significant collection of research works devoted to various branches
of service robots, e.g., entertainment, healthcare, nursing, household, natural environment
services (field, forest, mountains, etc.), has been published. The existence of ”friendly”
service robots applying intuitive human–robot interfaces is of great importance. The
actions of service robots strongly rely on the information gathered by external sensors.
Unlike industrial robots, in service robots, the Human–Robot Interfaces (HRIs) use many
modalities. Jones and Schmidlin [84] carried out a thorough review of HRI for personal
service robots to facilitate the design requirements. Böhme [85] studied a multi-modal HRI
system that allows the service robot to work in a cluttered and crowded environment [73].

Foukarakis et al. [86] explored multi-modal user interfaces for elderly person com-
panions. They proposed the building blocks for creating easy-to-use robotic caregivers.
Dutta et al. [87–89] successfully demonstrated an approach for multi-modal human motion
intention recognition dedicated for assistive robots. Newman et al. [90] introduced a large
multi-modal dataset needed for assisting in eating tasks. Various information was collected
for several persons; the data included eye gaze, electromyography signals of the arm,
3D videos. The dataset also contains some other information useful for robot controllers.
This dataset allows the researcher to perform multi-modal human behavior analyses. Ce-
liktutan et al. [91] introduced a multi-modal human–human–robot-interaction dataset,
intending to study behaviors simultaneously in Human–Human Interactions (HHI) and
Human–Robot Interactions (HRI) together with its contextual relation [73].

Today, several commercially available service/assistive systems already incorporate
interaction technologies; however, it is still below expectations. Future research will focus
on robots for healthcare and clinical applications directly engaged with humans, e.g., when
feeding, testing, or health monitoring. Here, enhanced interaction capabilities are needed.
An overview of the implementation areas and various examples of the service robotic
applications are presented in Table 3.
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Table 3. Robotic applications in service areas.

Applications Implementation Area

Caregiver [92] Facilitating services to elderly with the help of
information, movement of human body, fall detection

Rehabilitation [93] Support elderly to live independently, reduce
possibilities of re-hospitalizations

Clinical Applications [94] people with chronic diseases to take the
appropriate medications

Motor Disorders [95] Use of vision sensor & wearable sensors which
have high ability to detect gait changes

Prevention Assessment [96] Use of IoT devices in designing fall prevention
system for elderly

Human Activity Recognition [97] Monitoring the daily activities of human,
abnormal human activities, prevention of hazards

Elderly Care Monitoring [98] Monitoring health issues, ambient assisted living

3. Network Interfaces for IoT-Aided Robotic Systems

It should be noted that the security assessment methodology for robotic control
systems is still absent. As a result, there are ad hoc solutions that negatively influence the
system’s robustness against the intrusions and decrease its security.

Out of relatively narrow studies [51,99–102] devoted to the cybersecurity of robotic
systems, the most investigated is the safety of networked industrial robots. In the broad
considerations given in [99] as some of the prevention mechanisms are listed physical
separation of critical functions across different subsystems and appropriately testing the
inputs coming from connected components as if they were coming from an untrusted party
and taking into account eavesdropping and tampering of the message. Following this
line of thinking, we proposed the control system modularization, which allows a more
straightforward implementation of such mechanisms.

It should be added that ROS widely used by the robotic community does not force the
decomposition of the control system. ROS provides the tools to build a system but does
not imply its architecture.

This section proposes a universal architecture for a robotic control system. Transparent
structuring taking into account fundamental functions allows for easy monitoring of the
operation of each part of the system separately. The data flow is also clearly defined
in terms of data type and connecting channels. An additional security mechanism is a
dedicated data format (a type of ”data protocol”) that can be easily checked for fraud and
intrusion. Thanks to this concept, the detection of problems is easier because the entire
system’s malfunction and the failure of each part separately can be detected, for example,
as its incorrect or abnormally delayed output. In addition, the reaction to the break-in
can be better controlled by the controlled shutdown of the system, starting with its most
essential modules (e.g., effector parts) and ending with the less critical (e.g., receptor parts).

The described approach uses the concept of agents [3,103]. The key idea is an architec-
ture of agents (modules) with appropriate connections between them. The system has the
ability to monitor its operation. Every agent has an internal control subsystem for the im-
plementation of assigned tasks. It should be borne in mind that the physical environment
of the IoT-assisted robotic system is highly heterogeneous. The embodied agents (robots)
act in the physical environment while the computational agents (control system modules)
act in cyberspace, helping to deal with heterogeneous surroundings [104,105].

Here the IoT is the base of computational agents. It allows easier reconfigurability
of the software architecture and supports coordination of the work of multiple devices.
Despite that these devices offer different capabilities, they must cooperate closely to achieve
a common objective. Unfortunately, the IoT still does not consider the specific needs of IoT-
aided robotic systems. Such systems continuously exchange significant data streams while
interacting with the physical world. This requirement is fundamental for human–robot
collaboration with a shared workspace.
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3.1. Design Methodology

The action of a complex robotic system is iterative, and each step can be changed,
taking into account the state of the environment. The realization of each task is according
to the computational agent’s decision, taking into account the environment state [106].

The control system is designed considering: (a) The definition of necessary real
receptors and effectors which are essential for the system actions, (b) the decomposition
of the system to the agents assigning to them the real effectors and receptors, (c) the
determination of individual tasks of the agents, (d) the definition of each system component
behavior (often the Finite State Machines (FSMs) are applied for this purpose), and (e)
the specification of relevant parameters, i.e., state transition functions, terminal, and error
conditions [107]. Each behavior is executed according to the actual tasks.

A design methodology was proposed using the experience gained from developing
robotic systems using the real-time operating system QNX and ROS [29,107]. The concept
has been proven to be versatile and efficient in various robots and in complex real-time
scenarios. The methodology of system design is presented in Section 3.2.

Taking into account the communication reliability and considering the research pre-
sented in [108], we applied the concept of data repositories (buffers), which allows the
application of data semantics in the communication channels. Thanks to this concept,
subsystems can access data in repositories at any time. However, in order to avoid task
desynchronization, such an approach requires appropriate coordination of the system
activities, which can be ensured by the deterministic FSM system [109].

The general structure considers the postulate of separation of data streaming taken
from the list of good practices provided by good practices in software engineering [106].

3.2. General Concept

Scientists and researchers developing robotic applications often design hierarchi-
cally organized networked systems. Several European Union research and innovation
projects [110] are going in this direction, such as BETAAS and OPENIOT [111,112]. They
are focusing on security issues, on context-aware approaches, and on semantic-oriented
design (other examples are RELYONIT [113], ICORE [114], EBBITS [115], and VITRO [116]).
Our proposition incorporates some elements of hierarchy too.

The robotic networks are the nominal cyber-attack targets [22]. As a result, the robot’s
sensory readings can be manipulated to misguide the robot control system capabilities; the
controller can also be attacked directly or even the data during their transfer to the motors;
in all cases, the motor command will be wrong (see Figure 3).

ControllerSensors
Motor, 

actuator, etc.

External attacks

Affected sensory

Drop

Wrong 
motor command

Drop Drop

data datadata

Figure 3. A pictorial representation of typical attacks.

In networked systems, typical communication protocols are used. As their character-
istics are widely known, their weaknesses have also been identified, opening the door to
cyberattacks. The general methodology of robotic system software decomposition has been
deeply studied by Zielinski et al. [117]. This methodology inspired the agent modules of
multi-robot systems described in this section. We proposed two mechanisms increasing
the system safety: (a) Modular decomposition, (b) introduction of data communication
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formats with correctness check before sending from one module and after receiving it in
another appropriate module.

Referring to Figure 1 firstly, the behavioral level of communication is considered. The
entire control system is divided into subsystems (see Figure 4). This decomposition can be
applied to any complex system regardless of the number of actuators and sensors [29,103].
Each subsystem (module) can be easily replaced if necessary. The modular structure allows
for its straightforward implementation in the network of processing units.
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Figure 4. Diagram of control subsystem module communicated with effectors and receptors (a);
communicated only with other module (b). The idea is adopted from [3,107].

Each module is responsible for a logically consistent set of control actions. The subsys-
tem can subscribe to data from some or all of the robot’s sensors, the data is pre-processed
in the sensor interconnecting sub-module, and the resulting data and information are pro-
vided to the control subsystem module for further use (Figure 4a). The subsystem can send
motion commands to effectors (e.g., motors), activating the actions of a physical robot. This
is done via the effectors’ interface. The control subsystem may also be disconnected from
the actual effectors and receptors and communicate only with the rest of the subsystems
(Figure 4b). Of course, a subsystem can be connected with the effectors and receptors and
simultaneously with another subsystem (subsystems). Any combination of these options is
also possible. This means that each j-th subsystem can contain the following elements:

• Cj—controller responsible for data processing and decision making;
• Nj—system monitor;
• Ej—effectors receiving commands from the control subsystem via the publisher mod-

ule in order to influence the surroundings; they can be real effectors (e.g., motors) or
virtual effectors, e.g., data or information repositories for the control subsystem;

• sj—a subscriber responsible for establishing a connection between another subsystem
or receptor; the subscriber is the passive side waiting for the data package delivery (it
is a receiver according to the QNX philosophy);
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• Rj—receptors responsible for collecting information taking into account the task
performed; they can be real receptors or virtual receptors, e.g., data repositories
holding useful data or information;

• pj—publisher responsible for establishing a connection between another subsystem
or effector; the publisher is an active side in initializing the data packages’ sending (it
is a sender according to the QNX philosophy).

The system monitor detects anomalies in the control subsystem dynamics. In our
notation (x, y) the letter b (denoting buffer) indicates the input or output buffer of the
publisher (p), subscriber (s), and controller (C), respectively. These owners are marked
with the appropriate letter as the upper right index. The lower right index (j, k, m, etc.) is
the identifier of a specific module.

3.3. Communication

The approach to data design format presented in this subsection can be applied to both
behavioral and global communication levels (Figure 1). Modular decomposition of control
software results in that each module produces the specific data and addresses them to the
specific receiver (but not to everyone). The main questions concerning communication
are: (a) To what extent typical protocol (e.g., TCP/IP) and Transport Layer Security (TLS)
standards can be utilized to deal with complex robotic systems (especially in multi-robot
systems) and how effective they are [118]; (b) what are reliable routing mechanisms for
network anomaly/intrusion detections [3]; and (c) what is an efficient real-time handling
method of the enormous data amount.

We suggest applying a format for transferred data packages that allows checking
additionally (besides the protocol’s tool) the consistency of communication. To focus
attention in Figure 4, red dots indicate the input buffers where such a check proceeds. The
data must fit the defined structure.

Each data package consists of a code/command/message saying what to do with data
or informing about action status. The next part is the identifiers specifying what subsystem
produced this data package and what subsystem is its destination; the next part (optional)
is the data itself. They can be numerical or semantical type as is illustrated.

The pseudocode describing the package is given bellow.

struct data_package{
char command; /* a code assisting the data */
int source; /* source of the message */
int destination; /* destination of the message */
struct data; /* data */

}; /* end: message_package */

To illustrate the concept in more detail, let us consider the commands and data
transferred from the subsystem supervising the progress of walking machine motion
(subsystem named walk_monitor) to the subsystem responsible for navigation (subsystem
named navigation). The machine is expected to walk following the straight path trajectory
to the destination point given by geographical coordinates. The machine autonomously
avoids the obstacles within the given path width and adjusts the gait depending on the
terrain. For avoiding often changes of the heading (e.g., occurring due to the terrain
unevenness), some range of heading discrepancy towards the target is permissible.

The command codes used in data package:

/* command send once at the beginning of work after the navigation
subsystem communicated the walk_monitor subsystem asking to start
communication */

#define COMMUNICATION_INITIALIZED 0X01
/* hardware crash, everything must be terminated */
#define HARDWARE_FAULT 0X0E
/* given by navigation subsystem walking distance was passed */
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#define TASK_DONE 0X0A
/* walking machine is on the boundary of a given path (full path width
locked by obstacles) */

#define ON_BOUNDARY 0X0B
/* machine is walking in order to cover demanded by navigation distance */
#define TASK_IN_PROGRESS 0X0C

The example of source and destination codes are:

#define NAVIGATION 250 /* set the navigation values to 250 */
#define WALK_MONITOR 101 /* set the walk_monitor values to 101 */

The data named for clarity data_from_walk_monitor_to_navigation have the following
structure:

typedef struct{
float distance; /* walked distance (in meters) */
float side; /* heading drift (angle), positive if the drift to the right,

negative - if to the left */
char out_of_path; /* 'Y'-yes, 'N'- no */
char r_obstacle; /* 'Y'- yes, 'N'- no obstacle on the right */
char l_obstacle; /*'Y'- yes, 'N'- no obstacle on the left */
char f_obstacle; /* 'Y'- yes, 'N'- no obstacle on the front */
char blocked; /*'O'- full lock by obstacles (walk is not possible), 'N'- not,

'S'- legs support problem (walk is not possible),
'I'- terrain inclination is to big for ever available

gait (walk is not possible)
'H'- terrain inclination is to big for ordered gait

(walk with this gait is not possible) */
}data_from_walk_monitor_to_navigation;

The correctness of the data format is checked in the system buffers. The input buffer
of the navigation subsystem receiving data package checks if the command belongs to the
list of the above-defined commands. The check is also done for the code of package source
and code of the destination. Any inconsistency means that the control system was attacked
(under the assumption that the system was previously tested against the software errors).
The output buffers are responsible for the appropriate preparation of data packages for
further transmission. The multiple checks increase the system’s robustness.

Such a concept of data packages was successfully implemented and tested in the
control systems of walking machines. The control system was structuralized according to
the methodology illustrated in Figure 4. Experience has indicated that data format check
goes fast and does not obstruct the real-time performance [29,108]. The main effort is the
format design and development of relatively simple software for the format check.

Defense mechanisms applied to data transfers from/to the cloud are crucial in dis-
tributed multi-robot systems. Following the proposed decomposition of the control system
with the involvement of global communication, Figure 5 illustrates the placement of cloud
data in the overall architecture. As is seen, the publisher communicating the data cloud
checks the correctness of the data package received from the control system and transfers
it to the cloud. In another path, the data obtained by the subscriber from the cloud are
checked in the input buffer. The data will be transferred to the controller for the demand.
Note: The subscriber takes a passive role and receives the data when they are available,
then delivers them farther for the demand. The publisher is active—it receives the data for
its demand and decides when to transmit it further. All elements connected to publishers
and subscribers are adjusted to this regime. This means that each control subsystem will
actively (with its initiative) publish the data (or send the commands) through its publisher
while receiving the data passively through its subscriber. The publisher will feed the
motors with the following motion data once knowing through the control subsystem from
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the receptors (e.g., encoders) that the previous position was reached. In the data cloud com-
munication, the publisher will demand the data from the cloud, and the subscriber will be
waiting for it. Besides the clear structure of the system, such a method of data transmission
reduces the risks of delays due to the waiting. Assuming that the publisher demanded
two sets of data from the cloud, and only one is available at the moment, the subscriber
will receive it, and the control subsystem will be able to continue its work assuming that
the second set is not so critical at the moment. In the meantime, the following dataset can
be prepared.
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Figure 5. General structure IoT-aided robotic platforms with sample connections.

4. Artificial Intelligence in IoT-Aided Robotic Communication

As is illustrated in Figures 4 and 5, the system Monitor N ”surrounds” the control sub-
systems. The Monitor is responsible for supervising the control subsystem dynamics and
its secure activity within the network. Network Intrusion Detection (NID) and Anomaly
Detection and Monitoring (ADM) mechanisms should be applied for this purpose. NIDS
and ADM are the strategic elements monitoring traffic within the network. For detecting
suspicious network activities often the artificial intelligence tools, and machine learning
methods are involved. Artificial intelligence also increases the robot’s ability.

Artificial intelligence (AI) methods have enhanced robot capabilities supporting sen-
sory data fusion, information processing, environment recognition, and decision-making
for many years. New machine learning and deep learning algorithms are improving robotic
system capabilities. The continuous advancement of AI algorithms increases: (a) Intelli-
gence of autonomous robots, (b) intelligence of augmented robotic components (increasing
robot’s or assisted human capabilities), and (c) intelligence of assistive robots at large, as is
presented in Figure 6.

The intelligence of autonomous robotics aims at the intelligent systems which are
offering diverse working capabilities and high redundancy while performing the tasks
collectively. The system’s scalability, flexibility, and robustness to failures must be assured.

The intelligence of augmented robotics focuses on enhancing the sensing, acting
skills, and cognitive capabilities of robotics devices. This idea is extended to humans by
augmentation of their capabilities, e.g., increase of human force.

Intelligence designed for human assisting robotics uses and integrates ideas created
by different fields, including: AI, cognitive science, psychology, and sociology. Assis-
tant robots are expected to interact with human beings in a compatible manner. While
performing a human support task, they should be predictable.
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Figure 6. Capabilities implemented at the edge of IoT-aided robotic applications.

Unfortunately, there is a risk that intelligent robots will make wrong decisions. This
issue, besides possible intrusions to the control system, also creates a serious security
risk. It happens that a system that uses AI sometimes fails or makes a mistake. This
causes skepticism towards AI methods and the rejection of such systems by users. It also
prevents designers from choosing AI methods [119]. There are inevitable questions about
the reliability and objectivity of decisions of the system using AI methods. A demand
arises to explain how the AI system comes to a certain conclusion [120].

This need for trust and accountability has led to an increase in research into preventive
mechanisms. Explainable Artificial Intelligence (XAI) [121] focuses on understanding and
interpreting the behavior of artificial intelligence systems. XAI extracts information to
explain how the system draws a conclusion or makes decisions [120,122].

It should be added that artificial intelligence and deep learning methods can also be
used to detect and recognize various intrusions by analyzing the software code [51]. A
broad study of AI perceived as the target of attacks on one hand and the prevention of
attacks on the other can be found in [123].

It is expected that AI methods must not only keep robotic systems safe but also
should ensure the necessary accuracy of the work performed and proper adaptation to
the task [24]. Secure wireless communication is essential here; it is needed for automated
network management with reliable data and knowledge sharing [31].

The conventional IoT-aided robotic system architecture may not be considered suffi-
cient for the application of the contemporary safety mechanisms due to two drawbacks:
(a) The frequent changes of these mechanisms and (b) lack of control over the security
vulnerabilities [124]. In this regard, machine learning and deep learning methodologies
are seen as promising tools for the implementation of defense mechanisms. Besides other
things, they are applied for data ownership supervision and ensure data processing and
data sharing [125].

The systematic approach for control systems design summarized in this article (see
Figure 4) allows the easier introduction of intrusion detection in data management and in
access rights supervision.
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Figure 7. Figure illustrates (a) signature-based threat detection, (b) behavior-based (or anomaly)
detection. The idea is adopted from [124].

Intrusion detection is often based on the known malicious patterns. In this approach,
the detection process compares the current event pattern with the stored signatures of an
attack (see (a) in Figure 7). If a match is found (that means the bad pattern was identified),
an intrusion signal is generated [126,127]. Currently, this constitutes the signature-based
industry-standard approach for cyberattacks.

Anomaly detection, another mechanism that acknowledges a malicious or unwanted
behavior, uses the set of normal traffic samples for comparison. The advantage of this
approach is the ability to detect attacks that did not take place in the past (the so-called
zero-day exploits). Therefore, such methods are considered predictive (see (b) in Figure 7).
In this approach, the pattern of normal traffic is established, and then it is compared versus
the current traffic samples [128,129]. Whenever there is no match, an alarm is raised.

This concludes our overview of the security issues in communication technologies
keeping in mind modern robotics that uses IoT capabilities.

5. Discussion

The study presented in this paper focused on intelligent connectivity in IoT-aided
robotics [130]. The need to ensure and execute an active and adaptive security mechanism is
evident. Internet attacks can maliciously exploit the autonomy of robotic systems. They can
take complete or partial control of the robot, which is especially dangerous in autonomous
and complex robotics systems cooperating with humans.

The proposed concept of security mechanisms is split into two categories: (a) The data
centered, (b) the system centered (e.g., security of control system, cloud data platform) [131].

A defense mechanism associated with the data-centered concept addresses the ability
to review and delete suspicious data before the system uses them.

The system-centered defense mechanism detects adversarial attacks (i.e., wrong
threats) in the cloud data and in the control systems as well in order to employ the right
security measures.

The holistic approach to the sensory sets and the end devices often fails to work in the
open Internet; the real-time QoS measure there is not so high. Several methodologies which
allow connecting IoT components in communication networks without human innovation
were described. Unfortunately, they still can have limitations in real-time interactions,
such as unstable work in the network [132]. Regardless, the Internet or IoT, the advanced
communication technologies, and modern AI tools used in robotics have a promising
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future [36]. A lot of research effort is still required. The open problem is identifying the
fittest network security measures to provide working stability of all robotic network nodes.

• More research is needed to improve Quality of Service (QoS) and Quality of Control
(QoC) measures. The communication channels of distributed robotic systems make an
attractive object for attacks.

• Another important issue is to elaborate solutions for safe cloud computing considering
the communication protocols, the wireless link parameters, and the end-to-end latency,
and overall system reliability [24].

• The security of the data transmission should be enhanced in the existing communica-
tion models and determine a new set of solutions with a higher level of security.

• Connecting and exchanging information through the networks supports autonomous
cognitive decisions [35]. This topic has been recently explored by the cooperation of
the IoT and robotics experts.

• The need for real-time safety is highly desired for preventing, after detecting, any
anomaly; the robotic system instantly disconnects and/or turns off its elements [31].

As can be seen from the presented material, the problem of cybersecurity in robotics
is very broad and covers many issues. In proposing a modular approach to the design of
control systems in this article, we focused on communication because incorrect data and
information are often used in cyberattacks and manipulate the system’s operation. Data
and information are the most common and relatively easy targets of attacks. However,
we should not forget that there are other possibilities of system corruption, such as the
injection of a false system fault or the hijacking of the entire operating system. As the
complexity of robots increases, so does the variety and complexity of attacks. Robots are
expected to gain full autonomy in the very near future, so the cybersecurity of robotic
systems becomes very critical. A widespread application of cybersecurity standards and
the robotics software framework is therefore needed. The presented work is an attempt
to introduce such a control system framework and data/information package format that
allows for better and easier monitoring of the cybersecurity of the system.

In conclusion, it is obvious that the security of intelligent communication in modern
robotic systems implemented through various mechanisms is still a bottleneck problem.
This issue is still far from being fully resolved.

6. Conclusions

This article provides a comprehensive overview of the challenges involved in intel-
ligent connectivity in IoT-assisted robotics. By discussing security issues, a number of
ideas for improvement in terms of network connectivity were given. The methodology of
designing robotics control system specification is discussed, taking into account both the
system architecture and its activities for network robots.

The main contribution of this work is the formal description of a networked robotic
control system using the agent (module) concept, which may be: (a) Helpful in the specifi-
cation of the safe connection of control and interfaces part; (b) useful for high-level control
development using some formal approached (as the finite state machines), preventing logi-
cal mistakes, and therefore increasing the system security. We emphasize that detecting and
preventing adversary attacks/unauthorized access must be considered when designing a
modern robotic system that uses IoT resources. At all times, it must be borne in mind that
the infusion to the control systems/cloud data of malicious malware and/or data launches
hazards, which may have drastic consequences.

Considering robotic needs [133], the potential directions of future research should
include: (a) Requirements analysis and definition taking into account the operation safety
of robotic systems which use IoT and/or other commonly accessible resources; (b) intro-
duction of security measures for networked robots taking into account the communication
protocols and bearing in mind that in robotic systems timely responses are crucial; (c) study
of secure solutions having in mind that, especially in service robotics, system reconfigura-
bility is expected [134] without losing the safety barriers.
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The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

CPS Cyber Physical System
IoT Internet of Things
QoS Quality of Service
QoC Quality of Control
NID Network Intrusion Detection
AD Anomaly Detection
HRI Human–Robot Interaction
TCP Transmission Control Protocol
M2M Machine-to-Machine
M2C Machine-to-Cloud
TLS Transport Layer Security
IPv6 Internet Protocol version 6
FSM Finite State Machine
HHI Human–Human Interaction
HRC Human–Robot Collaboration
ICT Information and Communication Technology
IFR International Federation of Robotics
NSA National Security Agency, USA
NIST National Institute of Standard and Technology, USA
UNECE United Nations Economic Commission for Europe
VR/AR Virtual and Augment Reality
IoE Internet of Everything
IoRT Internet of Robotic Thing
GDPR General Data Protection Regulation
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